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1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS
In a series of papers (see [2–6, 8]), a theory of the numerical integration
of multivariate Walsh series by means of digital nets constructed over finite
rings was developed. We recall the basic definitions and concepts:
DEFINITION 1. For an integer b $ 2 let the function bf on R be de-
fined by bf(x) :5 w kb if k/b # x , (k 1 1)/b for an integer k, where
wb 5 e2fi/b. For a non-negative integer n with base b representation
n 5 om21k50 akbk the nth Walsh function to base b is defined on [0, 1) by
bwaln(x) :5 bfa0(x) ? bfa1(bx) ? ? ? bfam21(bm21x).
For dimension s $ 2 and non-negative integers n1 , . . . , ns the
(n1 , . . . , ns)-Walsh function to base b on [0, 1)s is defined by
bwaln1 ,..., ns(x1 , . . . , xs) :5 bwaln1(x1) ? ? ? bwalns(xs).
The system of s-dimensional Walsh function in a base b is a complete
orthonormal system of functions in L2([0, 1)s). See for example [12].
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We are interested now in certain rapidly converging s-dimensional
Walsh series.
DEFINITION 2. By an s-dimensional Walsh series in base b we denote
a function f on [0, 1)s of the form
f (x1 , . . . , xs) 5 Oy
n1 ,..., ns50
w(n1 , . . . , ns) ? bwaln1 ,..., ns(x1 , . . . , xs)
with certain w(n1 , . . . , ns) [ C.
For base b $ 2, dimension s $ 1 and a . 1, c . 0 (b, s [ N; c, a [ R)
let bEas (c) be the class of all functions f: [0, 1)s R C which are representable
pointwise by an absolutely converging Walsh series in base b with Walsh
coefficients w(n1 , . . . , ns) satisfying
uw(n1 , . . . , ns)u #
c
(n1 ? ? ? ns)a
for all (n1 , . . . , ns) ? (0, . . . , 0).
(Here n :5 max(1, unu).)
Properties of functions belonging to classes bE as (c) are given in [5].
Our method for the numerical integration of functions f out of the classes
bE as (c) is based on the integration rule
E
[0,1)s
f (x) dx P
1
N O
N21
n50
f (xn),
where x0 , . . . , xN21 is a point set, well uniformly distributed in [0, 1)s.
It turned out (see [8, 7, 4]) that we get in some sense optimal results if
we use (t, m, s)-nets and especially digital (t, m, s)-nets constructed over a
finite ring R as point sets for the numerical integration.
The concept of (t, m, s)-nets was introduced and investigated systemati-
cally first by Niederreiter in [9] and [10]. See also the monograph [11].
Special examples of (t, m, s)-nets already can be found in Sobol [13] and
Faure [1].
DEFINITION 3. Let b $ 2, s $ 1, and 0 # t # m be integers. Then a
point set P 5 hx0 , . . , xN21j consisting of N 5 bm points of [0, 1)s forms a
(t, m, s)-net in base b if the number of n with 0 # n # N 2 1, for which
xn is in the subinterval J of [0, 1)s, is bt for all J 5 P
s
i51 [aib2di,
(ai 1 1)b2di) with integers di $ 0 and 0 # ai , bdi for 1 # i # s, and with
s-dimensional volume bt2m.
The most efficient general construction principle for (t, m, s)-nets is the
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concept of digital construction over finite rings. We give a slightly simplified
version of this concept compared with [11, Chapter 4.3].
DEFINITION 4. Let b $ 2, s $ 1, and m $ 1 be integers. We consider
the following construction principle for point sets P consisting of bm points
in Is. We choose:
(i) a commutative ring R with identity and card(R) 5 b;
(ii) a bijection t : R R Zb 5 h0, 1, . . . , b 2 1j with t(0) 5 0;
(iii) elements c(i)jr [ R for 1 # i # s, 1 # j # m, and 0 # r # m 2 1.
For n 5 0, 1, . . . , bm 2 1 let
n 5 Om21
r50
ar(n)br with all ar(n) [ Zb
be the digit expansion of n in base b. We put
x(i)n 5 Om
j51
y(i)nj b2
j for 0 # n , bm and 1 # i # s,
with
y(i)nj 5 t SOm21
r50
c(i)jr t2
1(ar(n))D[ Zb for 0 # n , bm, 1 # i # s, 1 # j # m.
If for some integer t with 0 # t # m the point set
xn 5 (x(i)n , . . . , x
(s)
n ) [ [0, 1)s for n 5 0, 1, . . . , bm 2 1
is a (t, m, s)-net in base b, then it is called a digital (t, m, s)-net constructed
over R with respect to the bijection t.
In [10] an efficient explicit construction method over rings which are
products of finite fields of pairwise relative prime order, which provides in
some sense optimally distributed digital nets, is given.
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
In [7, Theorem 2a] and in [8, Theorem 3] the following was shown:
—If x0 , . . . , xN21 is a (t, m, s)-net to base b then
UE
[0,1)s
f (x) dx 2
1
N O
N21
k50
f (xk)U# K(s, a, c, b)bt(a21/2) (log N)s21Na21/2
for all f [ bE as (c).
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—If b is a prime and x0 , . . . , xN21 is a digital net constructed over the
finite field Fb 5 Zb of order b with respect to the natural identification
between Zb and Zb then
UE
[0,1)s
f (x) dx 2
1
N O
N21
k50
f (xk)U# K(s, a, c, b)bta (log N)s21Na
for all f [ bE as (c).
Both results are up to logarithmic factors best possible (see [7, Theorem
2b] and [8, Theorem 4]).
In [6] (see the remarks after the formulation of Theorem 1) it was
conjectured that the second of the above statements remains true if b is a
prime power and the bijection t in the construction of the digital net is
one of the following ‘‘natural’’ identifications between Fb and the digits in
Zb (here in the following we identify the elements of Zp with the according
elements of Zp): for any isomorphism
C: Fb R (Zp)h
x R C(x) :5 (C0(x), . . . , Ch21(x))
between the additive group of Fb and the additive group of (Fp)h let t be
given by
t : Fb R Zb
x R C(x) :5 C0(x) 1 C1(x) ? p 1 ? ? ? 1 Ch21(x) ?ph21.
(Note that in [6] we did not take enough care on the role of the bijection
in the formulation of our conjecture.)
In [7, Theorem 1] it was shown by giving a counterexample that this
conjecture is not true for b 5 4.
It is the aim of the present paper to generalize the second of the above
statements to prime power base b and to give the optimal error estimates
also for this general case.
We use the following notation:
For a prime p and a positive integer h let V (h)p 5 (vk,l) and W
(h)
p 5 (wk,l)
be ph 3 ph matrices defined by
vk,l 5 pwalk S lphD and wk,l 5 w2k?lph
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for k, l 5 0, . . . , ph 2 1. Here and in the following we use the notation
wt :5 e(2fi)/t for t [ N. Let
C (h)p :5
1
ph
V (h)p ? W
(h)
p
and with C (h)p :5 (ck,n)
ph21
k,n50 let
Mph :5 max
k50,...,ph21
Oph21
n50
uc(k, n)u and bph :5
log Mph
h ? log p
.
For example we have bph 5 0 if h 5 1, and
b4 5 0.25,
b9 5 0.209 . . . ,
b25 5 0.206 . . . ,
b8 5 0.295 . . . ,
b27 5 0.263 . . . ,
b125 5 0.256 . . . .
b16 5 0.322 . . . ,
b81 5 0.289 . . . ,
We show
THEOREM 1. (a) For a prime power b 5 ph, and integers t $ 0, m, s $ 1,
let x0 , . . . , xN21 be a digital (t, m, s)-net constructed over the finite field Fb
with respect to the natural bijection t. Then
UE
[0,1)s
f (x) dx 2
1
N O
N
k51
f (xk)U# K(s, a, c, b) ? bt(a2bb) ? (log N)s21Na2bb
for all f [ bE as (c), provided that a . 1 1 bb . (K is a constant depending
only on s, a, c, and b.)
(b) For all b 5 ph, all a and c, there is for infinitely many m a digital (0,
m, 2)-net x0 , . . . , xN21 constructed over the finite field Fb with respect to
the natural bijection t and a function f [ bE a2 (c) such that
UE
[0,1)2
f (x) dx 2
1
N O
N
k51
f (xk)U$ K 9(a, c, b) ? 1Na2bb .
(K 9 is a constant depending only on a, c, and b.)
Part (a) of Theorem 1 contains Theorem 3 of [8] and is, as part (b)
shows, essentially best possible.
To get an idea how large the bb are we prove the following additional
proposition:
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PROPOSITION 1. For all primes p and all integers h $ 1 for b 5 ph we have
bb #
1
2
2
1
2h
.
Remark. In [7, Lemma 8] it was shown that bb , As always.
The essential point in the proof of Theorem 1 is an estimate on a special,
quite interesting type of character sums. These sums are of the following
form: let G1 , G2 be two commutative rings of the same order and let s : G2
R G1 be a bijection. Let Gˆ1 be the dual group of the additive group of
G1 . Then for positive integers m we are interested in
d(G1 , G2 , s, m, H) :5 O
x[Gˆm1
U O
x[S(H)
x(x)U
where H is a submodule of Gm2 and S is the natural extension of s to
Gm2 .
The following proposition which is used to prove part (b) of Theorem
1 seems to be of some interest on its own.
PROPOSITION 2. For all prime powers b 5 ph there is a constant c . 0
such that
c ? bm(11bb) # sup
H
d(Zb , Fb , t, m, H)
for infinitely many m. Here the supremum is extended over all hyperplanes
H in Fmb and t is the natural bijection between Fb and Zb .
In view of questions concerning the numerical integration Walsh series
over arbitrary finite commutative rings (see [4]) by digital nets constructed
over finite rings a more detailed investigation of the quantity d(G1, G2, s,
m, H) would be of great interest.
3. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1(a) AND OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof of Theorem 1(a). The upper bound of Theorem 1 is established
quite easily by using results given in earlier papers.
Let f [ bE as (c) for some a . 1 1 bb . It was shown in [7, Lemma 8] that
then f [ pE a2bbs ((cbsa)).
Now we can apply Corollary 1 in [4], which we state for the sake of
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completeness but in the special form in which we will use it (‘‘prime p’’
instead of ‘‘b squarefree’’ and generally ‘‘(t, m, s)’’ instead of ‘‘(0, m, s)’’):
For a prime power ph let x0 , . . . , xN21 be a digital (t, m, s)-net constructed
over Fph with respect to the natural bijection t. Then
UE
[0,1)s
f (x) dx 2
1
N O
N21
k50
f (xk)U# K(s, a, c, ph) ? phta ? (log N)s21Na
for all f [ pE as (c).
The result then immediately follows. n
To complete the upper estimates we now give the proof of Proposition 1.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let i, k, j [ Zb with i 5 ah21 ph21 1 ? ? ? 1 a0 ;
k 5 bh21 ph21 1 ? ? ? 1 b0 and j 5 rp 1 s for some s, ai , bi [ Zp and
r [ Zph21 . By the definition of Vph , of Wph , and of Walsh functions we get
vi,k 5 ea0bh211???1ah21b0,
wk, j 5 w2(o
h21
i50 bipi)(rp1s),
and therefore
ci, j 5
1
ph Ob0 ,...,bh21[Zp wa0bh211???1ah21b0p ? wph
2(oh21i50 bipi)(rp1s).
That is,
ci, j 5
1
ph Ob0 ,...,bh22[Zp wa1bh221???1ah21b0p ? wph
2(oh22i50 bipi)(rp1s) ? O
bh21[Zp
wbh21(2s1a0)p .
Therefore for fixed i we have ci, j 5 0 whenever 2s 1 a0 ;/ 0 (mod p) and
consequently the number of j with ci, j 5/ 0 is at most ph21. We get
Mph 5 max
0#i#ph21
Oph21
j50
uci, ju # max
0#i#ph21
Ïph21 SOph21
j50
uci, ju2D1/2.
Since C(h)p is a unitary ph 3 ph matrix we have (o
ph21
j50 uci, ju2)1/2 5 1 for each
i [ Zb . Therefore bh 5 log Mph/h log p # 1/2 2 1/2h. n
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4. PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 2 AND OF THEOREM 1(b)
For the proof of the Proposition 2 we will need the following technical
result.
LEMMA 1. For positive integers K, L let A 5 (akl); k 5 1, . . . , K; l 5
1, . . . , L be a complex K 3 L matrix. Then there is a constant
c 5 c(A) . 0 such that
OL
j1,..., jm51
UOK
i51
aij1 ? ? ? aijm U$ c ? S maxk51,...,K OLl51 uakluD
m
for infinitely many positive integers m.
This estimate should be well-known. For the sake of completeness we
give a proof of Lemma 1 in the Appendix. (Note that by
OL
j1,..., jm51
UOK
i51
aij1 ? ? ? aijm U
5 Om
B1,...,BL50
B11???1BL5m
S m
B1 , . . . , BL
D ? UOK
i51
aB1i1 ? ? ? aBLiL U
we have that c9 ? (maxk51,...,K o
L
l51 uaklu)m with some c9 5 c9(A) always is an
upper bound for oLj1,..., jm51 uo
K
i51 aij1 ? ? ? aijmu.)
Proof of Proposition 2. Of course we may assume h $ 2. We will show
that the lower bound for the character sum holds for the special hyperplane
H 5 h(x1 , . . . , xm21 , o
m21
i50 xi), xi [ (Zp)hj of Fmb .
Let L be the natural extension of t to a bijection from ((Zp)h)m onto
(Zph)m.
Let S be the ideal S 5 h(ah21 , 0, . . . , 0), ah21 [ Zpj in (Zp)h and G0 be
the full system G0 5 h(0, ah22 , . . . , a0), ai [ Zpj of representants of (Zp)h/S.
For the subgroup
M 5 HSx1 , . . . , xm21 , Om21
i50
xiD, xi [ SJ of H
and with
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G 5 HSs1 , . . . , sm21 , Om21
i51
siD, si [ G0J
we have
H 5 <
s[G
s 1 M with (s 1 M) > (s9 1 M) 5 B for s 5/ s9.
Note that t(S) 5 h0, 1 ? ph21, . . . , (p 2 1) ? ph21j is a subgroup of
Zph and that by the natural construction of t we have t(x 1 y) 5 t(x) 1 t(y)
for all x [ S and all y [ (Zp)h. Therefore
L(H) 5 <
s[G
L(s) 1 L(M)
with (L(s) 1 L(M)) > (L(s9) 1 L(M)) 5 B for s 5/ s9. Note that L(M) is
a subgroup of (Zph)m. In the following we denote the dual group (Zˆph)m of
(Zph)m by W. Let P be the subgroup of W defined by P 5 hx [ W u x(x) 5
1 for all x [ L(M)j. We get
O
x[W
U O
x[L(H)
x(x)U5 uL(M)u O
x[P
UO
s[G
x(L(s))U.
With w 5 wph the phth root of unity, we have
Zˆph 5 hx0, x1, . . . , x p
h
21j with x(k) 5 wk for k [ Zph .
Let (y1 , . . . , ym21 , o
m21
i51 yi) [ L(M) and (x i1, . . . , x im21, x im) [ W.
Write yi 5 ri ph21, ri [ Zp , i [ h1, . . . , mj and ik 5 psk 1 jk , sk [
Zph21 , jk [ Zp , k [ h1, . . . , mj. Then
(x i1, . . . , x im) SSy1 , . . . , ym , Om21
i51
yiDD5 1
if and only if
r1( j1 1 jm) 1 ? ? ? 1 rm21( jm21 1 jm) ; 0(p)
and therefore (x i1, . . . , xim) [ P if and only if j1 1 jm ; ? ? ? ; jm21 1
jm ; 0(p).
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Therefore we get P 5 P0 < P1 < ? ? ? < Pp21 with
Pl 5 h(x i1, . . . , x im), ik [ Zph
and
i1 ; ? ? ? ; im21 ; l(p), im ; 2l(p)j for l 5 0, . . . , p 2 1.
Note that each element s of G is of the form
s 5 SOh22
j50
d1j p j, . . . , Oh22
j50
d m21j p j, SOCpm21
k51
d k0D
1 SOCpm21
k51
d k1D p 1 ? ? ? 1 SOCpm21
k51
d kh22D ph22D,
with d kj [ h0, 1, . . . , p 2 1j for j 5 0, . . . , h 2 2, k 5 1, . . . , m 2 1
and where oCp denotes summation modulo p. Therefore altogether we get
O
x[W
U O
x[L(H)
x(x)U
5 pm21 Op21
l50
O
i1 ,...,im[Zph
i1; ??? ;im21;l(p)
im;2l(p)
U O
dj
k[Zp
1#k#m21
0#j#h22
wph
om21k21 ik(o
h22
j50 d kj p j)1im(o
h22
j50 [oCp
m21
k51 d kj ]p j) U
5 pm21 Op21
l50
O
i1,...,im[Zph
i1;???;im21;im;l(p)
p
h22
g50
U O
d1 ,...,dm[Zp
d11???1dm;0(p)
wd1i11???1dmimph2g U
(here again we used the notation wt for e2fi/t)
5 pm21 Op21
l50
O
i1 ,...,im[Zph
i1;???;im;l(p)
p
h22
g50
UOp21
f50
p
m
k51
Op21
c50
wcfp w
cik
ph2gU.
For fixed l [ h0, . . . , p 2 1j the sum over the i1 , . . . , im then equals
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Oph2121
j1 ,..., jm50
U Op21
F0 ,...,Fh2250
p
m
k51
p
h22
g50
Ql(g, Fg, jk)U
Swith Ql(g, F, j) :5 Op21
c50
w jFp w
c( jp1l)
ph2g D,
and this expression by Lemma 1 for infinitely many m is at least
c ? S max
F0 ,...,Fh22[Zp
Oph2121
k50
p
h22
g50
uQl(g, Fg , jk)uDm
with a constant c not depending on m.
So altogether for infinitely many m we have
O
x[W
U O
x[L(H)
x(x)U$ cp Sp maxl50,...,p21 maxf0 ,..,fh22[Zp O
ph2121
k50
p
h22
g50
UOp21
c50
wcfgp w
c(kp1l)
ph2g UDm
5
c
p
(phMph)m 5
c
p
bm(11bb).
Here the last but one equality easily is checked by using the special form
of the ci, j given in the proof of Proposition 1. The result follows. n
Proof of Theorem 1 (b). This result was shown in [7] for the special
case b 5 4 by using Lemma 1 in [7] and Lemma 3 in [7], which, if we
consider it as a lower estimate, is a special case of Proposition 2. Again
using Lemma 1 in [7] and Proposition 2 instead of Lemma 3 in [7], and
proceeding quite analogously to the proof of Theorem 1 in [7], the proof
of Theorem 1(b) is established. n
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 1
For the proof of Lemma 1 we use the following
LEMMA 2. For all integers s $ 2, all reals x1 , . . . , xs . 0 and all « . 0
there is an integer M :5 M(s, x1 , . . . , xs , «) such that
Om
i1 ,...,is50
i11???1is5m
i25f (i3 ,...,is)
S m
i1 , . . . , is
D xi11 ? ? ? xiss , «(x1 1 ? ? ? 1 xs)m
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for all integers m $ M and all functions f : h0, . . . , mjs22 R h0, . . . , mj.
(If s 5 2 then f is assumed to be a constant.)
Proof. For s 5 2 the result easily is checked directly. For s $ 3 let an
arbitrary integer k $ (s 2 3)2, an integer m, and the function f : h0, . . . ,
mjs22 R h0, . . . , mj be fixed. We call an s-tuple i1 , . . . , im of integers
with 0 # i1 , . . . , is # m and i1 1 ? ? ? 1 is 5 m admissible if i2 5
f (i3 , . . . , is). We may assume without loss of generality that for all
i3 , . . . , is with i3 1 ? ? ? 1 is # m we have f (i3 , . . . , is) # m 2
i3 2 ? ? ? 2 is . Further, since in an admissible s-tuple both i1 and i2 are
uniquely determined by f, i3 , . . . , is we may assume x1 $ x2 .
For 0 # i1 , . . . , is # m with i1 1 ? ? ? 1 is 5 m we denote
T(i1 , . . . , is) :5 S m
i1 , . . . , is
D xi11 ? ? ? xiss .
Let i1 , . . . , is be admissible. We consider three cases.
Case 1. i1 , i2 , log m. Then for m large enough in dependence on s
there is an l [ h3, . . . , sj with il . m/s, say l 5 3. Then at least one of
(i1 , i2 1 1, i3 2 1, i4 , . . . , is) or (i1 1 1, i2 , i3 2 1, i4 , . . . , is) is not
admissible and
T(i1 , i2 1 1, i3 2 1, i4 , . . . , is) 5
x2
x3
?
i3
i2 1 1
? T(i1 , i2 , . . . , is)
. kT(i1 , i2 , . . . , is).
Analogously
T(i1 1 1, i2 , i3 2 1, i4 , . . . , is) . kT(i1 , i2 , . . . , is)
for m large enough in dependence on x2 , x3 , and k.
We choose one of these two inadmissible s-tuples and denote it by
R(i1 , . . . , is). Note that for ( j1 , . . . , js) given, there are at most s 2 3
admissible (i1 , . . . , is) with R(i1 , . . . , is) 5 ( j1 , . . . , js).
Case 2. At least one of i1 , i2 is $ log m and i1 . (x1/x2) ? i2 . Then, if
m is large enough in dependence on k, x1 , x2 , for all r with 1 # r # k we
have i1 2 r $ 0, and i2 1 r # m. Further, (i1 2 r, i2 1 r, i3 , . . . , is) is not
admissible and
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T(i1 2 r, i2 1 r, i3 , . . . , is) 5 Sx2x1D
r
?
(i1 2 1) ? ? ? (i1 2 r 1 1)
(i2 1 1) ? ? ? (i2 1 r)
? T(i1 , i2 , . . . , is) $
1
2
? T(i1 , i2 , . . . , is).
Case 3. At least one of i1 , i2 is $ log m and i1 # (x1/x2) ? i2 . Then, if
m is large enough in dependence on k, x1 , x2 , for all r with 1 # r # k we
have i1 1 r # m, and i2 2 r $ 0. Further, (i1 1 r, i2 2 r, i3 , . . . , is) is not
admissible and
T(i1 1 r, i2 2 r, i3 , . . . , is) $ As ? T(i1 , i2 , . . . , is).
Therefore altogether we have (note that we have to take care of the
possibility that for (i1 , . . . , is) given there are at most s 2 3 tuples
( j1 , . . . , js) with R( j1 , . . . , js) with R( j1 , . . . , js) 5 (i1 2 r, i2 1 r,
i3 , . . . , is) for some r with 1 # r # k and hence the multiplier k/(s 2 3)
2 (s 2 3) in the following expression)
(x1 1 ? ? ? 1 xs)m 5 Om
i1 ,...,is50
i11???1is5m
S m
i1 , . . . , is
D xi11 ? ? ? xiss
$ S ks 2 3 2 (s 2 3)D ? Omi1 ,...,is50
i11???1is5m
i25f (i3 ,...,is)
1
2
? S m
i1 , . . . , is
D xi11 ? ? ? xiss
for all m $ M where M is some constant depending on s, x1 , . . . , xs , and
k only. The result follows. n
Proof of Lemma 1. For L 5 1 the assertion of Lemma 1 is trivial. Let
L $ 2 in the following. Let a1 , . . . , aK be the rows of A and let w.l.o.g.
oLl51 uailu 5 maxi51,...,K o
L
l51 uailu and let 1 # r # K be such that uaiju 5 ua1ju 5:
aj for all j 5 1, . . . , L if and only if 1 # i # r.
Assume first that al ? 0 for l 5 1, . . . , L, and let akl 5 al ? e2fickl with
0 # ckl , 1 for k 5 1, . . . , r; l 5 1, . . . , L. Further, we denote dkl :5
ckl 2 c1l for k 5 2, . . . , r; l 5 1, . . . , L. If dkl 5 0 always then
O :5 OL
j1 ,..., jm51
UOr
i51
aij1 ? ? ? aijmU5 r ? (a1 1 ? ? ? 1 aL)m.
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Otherwise let w.l.o.g. s with 2 # s # r be such that there are k and l with
dkl ? 0 if and only if 2 # k # s.
We choose d 5 mindkl?0idkli (by ixi we denote the distance of x to the
nearest integer), and for 0 , « , d the positive integer T 5 T(A, «) minimal
such that
max
k52,...,r
l51,...,L
iTdkli , «.
Because of « , d we have T $ 2 and dkl 5 pkl/T 1 jkl with ujklu , «/T and
integers pkl with 0 , pkl , T if dkl ? 0. Therefore for dkl ? 0 we have
UOT21
h50
e2fihdklU# f«sin fd 5: r(«),
and if (s 2 1)r(«) , 1 we have
UOT21
h150
? ? ? OT21
hL50
Os
k52
e2fi(dk1(B11h1)1???1dkL(BL1hL))U# TL21
so that for
L :5 OT21
h1 ,...,hL50
Om
B1 ,...,BL50
B11???1BL5m
S m
B1 , . . . , BL
D ? aB11 ? ? ? aBLL
? S1 1 r 2 s 1 Os
k52
e2fi(dk1(B11h1)1???1dkL(BL1hL))D
we have uLu $ ((T L)/2) ? (a1 1 ? ? ? 1 aL)m. Choose now h1 , . . . , hL [
h0, . . . , T 2 1j such that the inner sum over the variables B1 , . . . , BL
in L has absolute value at least As ? (a1 1 ? ? ? 1 aL)m and let M :5 m 1
h1 1 ? ? ? 1 hL . Then
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OL
j1 ,..., jM51
UOr
i51
aij1 ? ? ? aijMU$ Om
B1 ,...,BL50
B11???1BL5m
S m 1 h1 1 ? ? ? 1 hL
B1 1 h1 , . . . , BL 1 hL
D
? aB11h11 ? ? ? a
BL1hL
L .
U1 1 r 2 s 1 Os
k52
e2fi(dk1(B11h1)1???1dkL(BL1hL))U
$
1
2
? ah11 ? ? ? a
hL
L ? (a1 1 ? ? ? 1 aL)
m.
If one of the ai 5 0 we can reduce this case of course at once to the above
case and we get o $ c0 ? (a1 1 ? ? ? 1 aL)m for infinitely many m (we call
such m admissible). Now it is easily checked that for admissible m we have
O* S m
B1 , . . . , BL
D ? UOr
i51
aB1i1 ? ? ? a
BL
iL U$ c04 ? (a1 1 ? ? ? 1 aL)m,
where o* means summation over all B1 , . . . , BL 5 0, . . . , m with B1 1
? ? ? 1 BL 5 m, with
UOr
i51
aB1i1 ? ? ? a
BL
iL U$ c02 ? (a1 1 ? ? ? 1 aL)m
and with
UOr
i51
aB1i1 ? ? ? a
BL
iL U$ c04K ? u aB1k1 ? ? ? aBLkLu for k 5 1, . . . , K.
If for some B1 , . . . , BL out of this summation region we have
UOK
i51
aB1i1 ? ? ? a
BL
iL U, c04 ? aB11 ? ? ? aBLL
then there is a k [ hr 1 1, . . . , Kj with
uak1uB1 ? ? ? uakLuBL .
c0
4K
? aB11 ? ? ? a
BL
L
and therefore for some k [ hr 1 1, . . . , Kj
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4K
c0
? uak1uB1 ? ? ? uakLuBL . aB11 ? ? ? a
BL
L $
c0
4K 2
? uak1uB1 ? ? ? uakLuBL,
that is,
log
4K
c0
. B1 ? log
a1
uai1u
1 ? ? ? 1 BL ? log
aL
uakLu
$ log
c0
4K 2
. (1)
For all k [ hr 1 1, . . . , K j with ai . uakiu for all i 5 1, . . . , L, there
are at most finitely many B1 , . . . , BL (in dependence of A) satisfying
inequality (1).
For all other k [ hr 1 1, . . . , K j the vectors (1, 1, . . . , 1) and (log
a1/uak1u, . . . , log aL/uakLu) are linearly independent and an application of
Lemma 2 gives the result. n
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